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FIS NORDIC JR&U23 WORLD SKI CHAMPS
DECLARED OPEN IN A MAGICAL SNOWY NIGHT

FIS Nordic Jr&Under23 World Ski Championships declared officially open last night
The delegations of the 41 participating countries marched under a heavy snowfall in Predazzo (Italy)
The official anthem “Fleimstal” by local punk-rock band South Punk performed at the ceremony
Today’s ski jumping Individual HS 106 Ladies is the first event of the Championships


As the local Counsellor for Sports Mr. Tiziano Mellarini declared the Nordic JR&U23 World Ski Championships Fiemme 2014 officially open, the audience gathered in Predazzo main square (Val di Fiemme – Italy) for the opening ceremony erupted in applause and cheering. Among the authorities there were the local Counsellor for Tourism Mr. Michele Dallapiccola, representatives of the Organizing Committee and Val di Fiemme community, and FIS member and president of the Italian Winter Sports Federation FISI Mr. Flavio Roda. 
The official speeches were preceded by the parade with the 41 participating countries that will be under the event’s spotlight until 3 February.
‘Once again we are honoured to host such an important sports event – stated Mr. Mellarini – Val di Fiemme has showed amazing organizing skills in the past thanks to the support of a lot of people who voluntarily commit themselves. This valley has become the flag-bearer for sports in Trentino and placed a great emphasis on the environmental sustainability of these events.’
‘We wanted to amaze you and this snowfall creates an even more magical atmosphere – said Mr. Dallapiccola who thanked the organizers and wished the athletes good luck with all the races.
Afterwards he gave the floor to Mr. Mellarini who added: ‘I declare the Nordic Junior & Under 23 World Ski Championships officially open’. He was followed by a number of young people who repeated his words into several languages and the local punk rock band called South Punk played the official song of the Games named “Fleimstal”.
The first event of the World Championships (Ladies’ ski jumping Individual HS 106) takes off at 5 pm, this afternoon.
Info: www.fiemme2014.com


